INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
MONITORING IN net
Restorative Juvenile Justice in Europe
European Center of Studies – Nisida, Juvenile Justice Department, Nisida (Naples) Italy
November 11-12, 2009

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
**SEMINAR LOCATION**

The seminar will take place at the European Center of Studies - Nisida (Naples)

European Center of Studies - Nisida
Nisida street 59
80124 Napoli - Italy
Tel. +39 081.6192273 fax 081.6192271
E-Mail: ceus.dgm@giustizia.it

**HOTEL**

HOTEL
Ramada Naples
Address - Galileo Ferraris, 40 – Napoli
tel. +39 081.360.21.11. – 081.264344
Web site www.ramadanaples.it

**CONNECTIONS TO THE HOTEL**

STATION
Hotel Ramada Naples is situated 600 metres from the station of Garibaldi square.

**Start** – Garibaldi Square – Naples
Go south on Piazza Giuseppe Garibaldi 24 m -
Turn left to stay on Piazza Giuseppe Garibaldi 2 min 0.2 kilometers
Giuseppe Garibaldi Square makes a slight curve to the right and becomes Corso Arnaldo Lucci 3 min 0.2 KM
Slight left at Via Galileo Ferraris 3 min 0.2 kilometers
**Arrival** Galileo Ferraris Street, 40, 80142 Naples

AIRPORT
The connection with Capodichino Airport is guaranteed by two buses.
Buses are leaving every 20/30 minutes from the "Arrivals", which stops at Piazza Garibaldi.

TAXI
Stations to 'arrival' of the airport.

**CONNECTIONS TO THE EUROPEAN CENTER OF STUDIES GUARANTEED WITH OUR BUS**

**Wednesday, November 11 2009**
from Ramada Naples Hotel to European Center of Studies 08,00 - 08,10
from European Center of Studies to Ramada Naples Hotel 20,10

**Thursday, November 12 2009**
from Ramada Naples Hotel to European Center of Studies 08,00 - 08,10
from European Center of Studies to Ramada Naples Hotel 18,10
from European Center of Studies to Central Station 18,10
from European Center of Studies to Capodichino airport 18,10